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6 F's  

Find

 Find the part in or around the body 

How are you aware of the part 

Do you notice it in or around your body 

how do you notice the part 

Focus

Focus on the part 

Is it ok to focus your attention on the part 

How are you aware of the part 

 Flesh 

Flesh it out 

What else do you notice as you focus on this part 

Is there an image of the part

Feel (accessing the 8 C's) 

Find out how the consumer feels towards it 

How do you feel towards the part

Friend

 Facilitate a relationship 

Extend any of the 8 C's towards the part 

Fear ** STOP IF YOU ARE NOT FULLY TRAINED ~ YOU MAY REACH AN

EXILE** 

Find out the fears of the part (addressing the trauma) 

Ask the part what it's hoping to accomplish by doing it's job

What would happen if it stop doing the job

Is there a way to make your job easier 
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6 F's in the Sandtray

Find

 Give a sandtray directive 

Allow the client to create what is coming up for them after

meditation  

Focus

Spend time with the tray 

 Flesh 

Focus on the part of the tray that gives the most energy 

Who needs your attention right now 

Feel (accessing the 8 C's) 

Feelings towards 

feelings about 

connection to the 8 C's

Friend (may occur outside of the tray) 

 Facilitate a relationship 

Identify the current relationship 

make goals of how the relationship should look

Extend any of the 8 C's towards the part 

Fear ** STOP IF YOU ARE NOT FULLY TRAINED ~ YOU MAY REACH AN

EXILE** 

find out the fear of the part 

counterconditioning fears 
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